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FROM THE FIRST TO THE SECOND MEETING
All the partners created the materials for the Learning guide and the Dictionary and made a preparation for designing of the Training Plan.

MEETING AGENDA

- Presentation and evaluating the web
- Evaluating the already created learning materials
- Evaluating the Learning guide and Glossary
- Designing the training plan
- Further cooperation: Leonardo Mobility projects and Leonardo Multilateral project
Next steps…

TO DESIGN THE TRAINING PLAN TEMPLATE

1. After the meeting, the partners’ teams
   - Will develop the learning activities, strategies and methods. What activities will undertake to reach the learning objectives? What strategies? What methods?
   - Will develop any materials may need to implement out training plan

2. During the meeting in Gent the partners
   - Will agree on the Training Plan
   - Every team presents their work
   - Will plan quality control and evaluation of our Training Plan and experiences

3. The plan will be evaluate in each country by the trainers. Final version of the Training plan will be agreed in the meeting in Berlin after the evaluation in each country

4. Then the partners will implement and evaluate the Training Plan in their countries (before the meeting in London)

5. Follow-up after completion of our Training Plan we will be able to make a Good practice manual which contains:
   - Final version of the Training plan and materials
   - Results or outputs, that can be produced by the learners during learning activities

OUTPUTS OF THE MOBILITY:

- Learning guide – final version
- Glossary – final version
- Training methodology
- Training Plan template